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Vocabulary:  Assorted  
 

 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word.  
 

                     guilty                     loiter                           indifferent               careless 
                     harmless                discriminate                 lay off                     litter 
                     reward                   beggar                         alive                       blind date 

 
 
1. My best friend set me up on a _______________________with one of her co-workers. 
 
2. It is against the law to ___________________against anyone because of age, sex, 

religion or race. 
 
3. If Chris hadn’t been so ___________________, he wouldn’t have torn his new jacket. 
 
4. The owner of the convenience store doesn’t want anyone to __________________in 

front of his shop. 
 
5. Due to a financial problem, they had to  ____________________eight employees last 

summer.  
 
6. The FBI is offering a ________________for the capturing , dead or _______________, 

of  the man they call ‘The Monster’. 
 
7. The homeless _________________ looked through the ________________hoping to find 

something he could sell. 
 
8. Kathy was _________________to the decision that her class made. 
 
9. The jury found the criminal _________________of murder. 
 
10. My dog is so _________________, he wouldn’t hurt a fly.                                                                                                                                                
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